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The national and the New
Eugland economies continued

to flourish in 1997--the seventh consecu-
tive year in a remarkable recoveW fi’om the
downturn of the earb, 1990’s. Over 175,000
jobs were created in the region, unemploy-
ment reached an eight-year low, national
rates of productivity surged, financial mat’-
kets boomed on solid corporate profits, and
consumer confidence reached S0-year highs,
while, at the same time, rates of inflationaW
growth trended to 30-year lows.

It is hard to remember a better time for
the American economy or for the banking
industW. And yet despite the extraordinaW
economic sn’ength and pervasive optimism of
the past several years, one veriD, remains-
things will change. Anticipating and prepar-
ing for such change are i~nportant aspects of
this Ban/,’s responsibility to its region, and
to the nation.

There is no doubt that at least a portion
of this countw’s economic good fortune stems
from increasingly global markets. Global
competition has spurred investments in
productivity-enhancing equipment, software,
and operational processes. It has provided
new sources of both low-cost suppb, and
increased demand for this countw’s exports,
and has prompted intercompan5, consolida-
tion as a way to achieve the scope and means
necessaW to deal in world markets. At the
same time, howeven increasing globalization,
combined with de facto and de jure changes in
the sn’ucture of the financial services industij,;
sophisticated new financial products; and
revolufionat3, infotTnafion and communications
technology, present new challenges as well.

In this year’s Annual Report essay, we
have taken the opportunlt)~ of a fundamen-
tally strong regional and national economy
to discuss one aspect of these new chal-
lenges. Out" topic is designing a supervisory
approach to dealing with systemic risk--
the potential for problems among intercon-
nected financial institutions to cascade into
greater problems that could threaten the real
economy. The essay suggests that financial
institution supervision should focus increas-
ingb, on the health of the financial system as
a whole, and involve enhanced oversight of
those institutions whose size, scope, and
complexity can pose issues of systemic risk.

Supervision of multi-faceted financial
services firms is of obvious importance in
New England given the range of large finan-
cial service providers in the region and their
itnportance to out" economy. ~’Ioreovm; the
subject is of international concern as well,
as evidenced by work done by the G-30 and
the Bank for International Settlements.

Presi~lent

Nationally, numerous attempts to enact finan-
cial modernization legislation and attendant
supervisoW reform in the last decade have
been unsuccessful. Howeven the recently
derailed Financial Services Competition Act
of 1997 (H.R. 10) now is likeb, to receive
renewed consideration in the wake of the
planned merger of Citicorp and The Travelers
Group, which was announced just as this
essay was about to go to print. Clearb,, the
trend of increasing financial serxdces indust,3,
consolidation and complexity that is antici-
pated in the essay is upon us, and the risks
p,’esented by this trend need to be assessed.

In addition to the essay, out" Annual
Report features some of the highlights of 1997
at the Bank, focusing on the challenges and
achievements in the areas of out" key respon-
sibilities: economic research and monetaW
policy, supervision and regulation, and finan-
cial services. For the first time, the Bank’s
Report includes discussions by management
and out" outside auditing firm, Coopers and
Lybrand, on the adequacy of the Bank’s
internal controls. These materials reflect the
Bank’s 1997 work in implementing the COSO
internal control framework--an emerging
audit standard and one that is used by other
major financial institutions.

Overall, 1997 was an exciting and
rewarding year--one that provided us the
opportuniW to refine out" operations and
services, improve out" understanding of and
contribution to economic and regulatory
pohcy making, and reach out to out" com-
munities in an environment of growth,
economic progress and financial stability.
We at the Bank look forward to continuing
to work with out" directors and advisoW
councils, and with the community more
broadly, to promote financial stability and
economic growth amid the changes and
challenges that await us in the years ahead.

In closing, I would like to give special
thanks to t~vo directors who completed their
service as board members in 1997: Jane
Walsb and Fred B’Iancheski. Their expertise
and commitment to the Bank throughout
their tenures were invaluable. It is onb,
through the selfless contributions of our
directors and advisoW council members,
and the outstanding efforts of our employees,
that the Bank can meet its diverse public
responsibilities.



INCREASINGLY, THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN

TRADITIONALLY SEPARATE FINANCIAL BUSINESSES...

BANKING, INSURANCE, AND SECURITIES, FOR EXAMPLE...

ARE BEING ERODED BY NEW PRODUCTS AND BY DE FACTO

AND DE JURE C~GES IN ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES.



SYSTEMIC SUPERVISION-A N~,c~,ssity �ff’lri,,,,,,cia[ Moderniz,.ion

he world of financial services
has changed rapidb, in the past
decade. The recent pace of
innovation suggests that change

could, if anything, accelerate in the coming
years. Such an environment poses difficult
challenges for financial industry supervisors,
especially in addressing threats to the over-
all stability of the financial system. Finan-
cial supervision in the United States has
evolved in recentyears to keep pace, but the
coming, new environment may require an
approach to supervision that more explicitly
monitors the health of the financial system
as a whole.

Aspects of this issue have been widely
discussed in the regulatoW and the financial
services communities, nationally and inter-
nationally, as reflected in published works
by the Bank for International Settlements
and the Group of ThirD,. The subject holds
obvious importance to New England as xvell,
given the breadth of the region’s financial
services industW and the importance of
that industry to the region’s economy.

Society has reaped huge benefits fi’om
global cmnpetition in providing financial
services, spurred by the revolution in infor-
mation technologies and the related develop-
ment of sophisticated financial instruments.
The advent of instantaneous communications
has powerfully impacted financial activity
wo,’ldwide, resulting in institutions that are
globally active to an unprecedented degree.

The power of computers and the breadth of
telecommunications networks, along with
advances in financial theory, have spawned
new products and alloxved capital to flow
more efficient]5, to projects and businesses
worldwide. Such innovations and efficiencies
promote economic growth but, at the same
time, introduce levels of complexity and inter-
dependency that present new risks as xvell.

The nation’s largest financial intermedi-
aries are among the institutions most affected
by recent developments. Increasingly, the
lines betxveen traditionalb, separate financial
businesses--banking, insurance and securi-

ties, for example-have become blm’red 103,
new products and by de facto or de jure
changes in allowable activities. U.S. laws
may or may not be changed to eliminate the
restrictions imposed by the Glass-Steagall
Act and permit full integration of financial
services firms in the near future, but inte-
gration is taking place nonetheless. As these
large firms face intensified competition
fi’om nexv rivals, consolidation within the
financial services industW has become the
common strateg;y to develop the scope and
means needed to excel worldwide.

This trend shows no likelihood of
diminishing--large financial conglomerates
are likely to play an even greater role in the
xvorld economy as time progresses. Such
conglomerates, whether their primary busi-
ness is commercial banking, investment
banking, or insurance, x~dll continue to design
new, customized products and deliver them
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more efficiently over a wider geographic
area. Sophisticated techniques fox" central-
ized risk management allow large firms to
anal3,ze risks across a spectrum of activities
in the organization and allocate resources
to the countries and products that provide
the highest risk-adjusted returns. As these
firms grow in size and scope, the3, also
become more important pla3,ers in domestic
and international pa3,ments ss,stems, and in
the clearing and settlement of all t3,pes of
financial transactions.

One inevitable side effect of these
developments is a growing web of intercon-
nectedness; problems within this group of
financial giants can cause financial contagion
that in turn can create gridlock in pa3,ment
and settlement processes. ~,,Vhile contagion
risk alone is troublesome, even more critical
is the possibilit3, that gridlock will coincide
with other problems and affect the viabilit5,
of financial institutions more general|5,--a
true s3,stemic crisis. Current sophisticated
risk management techniques act to control
risks at the firm level, as does an increased
emphasis b3, supervisors and market particl-
pants on financial transpa,’enc5, and, of
course, the traditional lende,’-of-last-resort
capabilities of the central bank can help to
stem such crises as well. But, while the likeli-
hood ofa s3,stemic crisis ma5, be low, the costs,
if realized, would be potentiall5, enormous.

THE NATURE OF SYSTENdC RISK

One wa3, in which large financial institu-
tions are interconnected is through the pa3,-
ments s3,stem, the set of mechanisms for
daily clearing and settling of transfers

among banks, securities firms, and others.
S3,stems that clear and settle large-value
transactions stemming fi’om pas, ment orders
and trading of financial instrmnents and
their derivative products are used primarib,
b3, the largest financial iustitutions. Iu such
s3,stems, processing and settlement of pa3,-
ments are often not simultaneous, and the
inabilit), of one participant to settle could
cause other participants to fail to meet their
obligations. Isolated shocks could cascade
into multiple problems. Such a cascade could
be transmitted from the direct participants
of a clearing s3,stem to financial institutions
that depend on one of the participants to
settle payment obligations. Risk controls
both at the firm level and within clearing
systems aim at reducing the probabilit5, of
these problems, but this risk probably can
never be fulb, eliminated.

Financial institutions are also intercon-
nected when the.y invest in similar t3,pes of
assets, some of xvhich can be dill]cult for the
marketplace to value or monitor. The dis-
closure of problems at one such institution
can have spillover effects on others. Fox"
example, if short-term debt holders cannot
distinguish between institutions, or even
soverign states, that are viable fi’om those
that are not, the3, ma3, re|\xse to roll over the
debt of institutions with assets simila," to
those of the troubled firms. If this refusal
forces the liquidation of assets at fire-sale
prices, initialb, solvent institutions ma3,
experience difficulties. The risk of "runs" is
greatest for banks, because their deposit
contract involves obligatious that can be
withdrawn essentiall3, on demand, while at
least a portion of their assets ma3, lack a read3,
market value. But nonbank financial firms
are not immune to run-like couditions.
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EVOLUTION Or THE

SUPERVISORY FRAMEJarORK

Banks ~vere supervised to varying degrees
at the state level prior to the Civil War, but
bank notes ’circulating at a wide range of
discounts made interstate commerce diffi-
cult. To address the problem, legisla6on in
the 1860s esthb!ished a uniform national
currency and brought the federal govern-
ment into active supervision of national
banks through the establishment of the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
(OCC). The OCC, the first of the federal
bank supervisors, was granted the respon-
sibility for chartering and supervising
national banks.

Despite supervision of banks by states
and by the OCC, bank runs and financial
panics continued to occur t, hrough the
early 1900s. These crises were’exacerbated
by the inability of the banking system to
provide for the orderly conversion of
deposits to currency. Banks were forced to
liquidate assets to meet obligations to
depositors when reserves were exhausted.
Tb curtail such disruptions to the financial
system, the Federal Reserve Syste~n was
es(~ibllshed in 1913 as the country’s ~ntral

~, .
bank, ’lender-of-last-resort and mechamsm
for gias, uring an elastic currency. The Fed-
eral l~eserve was granted authority to
superyi..’se member banks, to provide a source
of liquidity to member banks through its
dlscount.wlndow and to establish a nation-
wide payments system. Bank supervisory
authority thereafter was shared at the fed-
eral level, w~th the OCC supervising
national banks and the Federal Reserve
supervising state-chartered banks that
ele6ted to become members of the Federal
Reserve System.

The third piece of our current bank
supervisory structure was a by-product of
the stock market crash of 1929 and the
Great .Depression. That era witnessed an
unprecede,nted wave of bank failures, and
as depositors lost;s~ings, public confidence
in. the banking syste~.fia collapsed. The under-
writing of securities by bank affiliates was
viewed as a contributlng factor, and as a result
the Banking Act of 1933 enforced a separa-
tlon of banking from securities activities and
established federal d~posit insurance. The
Federal Dep0~it Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) was Organized to implement and
administer tlie’de~posit insurance provisions.
The FDIC wasi’.also ,granted authority to
examine all insured banks, although in prac-
tice FDIC supervision has been confined
primarily to st~,te-chartered banks that are
not members ot’th~ Federal Reserve System.

Since th~ 1930s, commercial banks
have been super, vlsed by a combination of
state banking s.upervisors, the FDIC, the
Federal Re~rve, and the OCC..Banks

Many of the largest securities and life insur-
ance companies finance a portion of their
operations with short-term debt; in times of
financial turmoil, when some securities may
be difficult to liquidate, the announcement of
a problem at one such firm could cause lend-
ing to similar firms to be curtailed as well.

A related problem occm’s when the failm’e
of a major player in a particular asset market
depresses the asset’s value, causing other firms
holding the same asset to suffer. The failure
of Drexel Burnham Lambert in 1990, for exam-
pie, caused the junk bond inarket to beco~ne
illiquid. Many other markets are similarly
structured. Moreoven if a market leader has
developed an expertise that customers cannot
easib, replicate, its failure can sever impor-
tant relationships, impaMng financial and,
potentlalb,, economic activity.

The problems of interconnectedness can
be multiplied by the simultaneous occurrence
of a threat to the viability of financial institu-
tions, such as a widespread "macro" shock to
asset prices or a major international issue of
sovereign insolvency. Events can proceed as
follows: a decline in asset values exacerbates
liquidity risk, perhaps leading to insolvency
concerns about some financial institutions. A
few key institutions fahen exacerbating prob-
lems because of their extensive connections
with other firms. Because other firms are
already weakened by the shock, they may
lack the capital base to protect against eoun-
terparty problems, and additional failures can
occur. In the end, the severity and cost of
resolving the original ~nacro problem multi-
plies and the system itself is in danger.

FINANCIAL _t~JtARKET SUPERVISION

Mitigating systemic concerns is a central
challenge for financial policy makers.
Increased financial transparency has been
encouraged as a way to enable markets to
better assess risks, and arguably it has done
so. But systemic risk, though rare, may be
too unpredictable and widespread for mar-
kets to control fully. Indeed, governmental



supervision and regulation of fi’ee markets is
premised on the need to ensure that broad areas

of public interest are protected from harm as
indi\4dual firms optimize profits. In terms of

maintaining financial stability, government
supervision and regulation has focused on
three main areas:

[] maintaining depositor and investor con-
fidence and the safety of insurance funds;

[] ensuring broad access to financial services
and overall effectiveness and efficiency
of markets; and

[] preventing systemic contagion.

While all these objectives are important,
increasingly the prevention of systemic con-
tagion must take center stage.

The nation’s current financial supervisoW
system evolved over time and in response to

a variety of specific industW events. The cre-
ation of the Federal Reserve System, for
example, was in part the direct result of the

bank liquidly, shortage brought about by the
financial panic of 1907; the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation was founded on the
heels of bank failures during the Great
Depression. State financial service regulator5,

bodies coexist with federal, and, at least in
the case of insurance companies, are the pri-
~nar3, regulatory bodies. Whether state or
federal, financial service regulators tend to
focus on those industries and the risks the5,
were established to oversee-for example,
investor safety in the securi~, industW is a
maior concern of the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Bank holding com-
pan3, supervision and regulation is somewhat
of an exception as it encompasses all the sub-
sidiaries of the holding compans,, though, as

a result of regulation, and as a matter of evo-
lution, such subsidiaries are largeb, engaged
in businesses closeb, related to banking.
Thus, financial supervision and regulation
often has a relativeb, narrow focus, though
efforts at the Federal level--specificalb,
through the President’s XVo,’king Group on
Financial ~’Iarkets--are aimed in part at cre-

ating a broader perspective.

gradually regained viability and competed
for funds, employing the use of holding
company structures to engage in activities
not permissible under a bank charter.
Because of concerns that holding compa-
nies were being used to circumvent geo-
graphic and investment restrictions on
banks, another layer of supervision was
added to the existing framework in 1956:
=multi-bank holding companies were
brought under the jurisdigtion of the Fed-
eral Reserve, and in 1970 that authority
was expanded to cover all bank holding
companies. As supervisor of bank holding
companies, the Federal Reserve ~vas
charged with ensuring that the nonbanking
activities of those companies were closely
related to banking and yielded net public
benefits. It has been primarily through the
holding dompany vehicle that banks have
been permitted by supervisory authority to
gain experience xvith nonbank finan,.cial
products and services as well as to diversi-
~ their banking operations.            .

The Office of Thrift Supervision
(OTS) is the primaW regulator of all federal
and many state-chartered thrift institutions.
The OTS was established as a bureau of
the Department of the TreasuW on August 9,
1989. Up until 1989, thrift institutions were
primarily regulated by the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board (FHLBB). Ho~vever, not
satisfied witRthe FHLBB oversight of the
industry durln~ the thrift crisis of the
1980s, Congress abolished the FHLBB and
established the OTS.

The Securities and Exchange Commls-
don (SEC) was also e~tablished in the 1950s,
to supervise the practices of the securities
industry. The SEC exerOses jurisdiction over
the original issuance,.~ distribution, and
trading of securities as ~vell as investment
companies a0d advisors, pursuant to federal
securities law. The SEC’s supervisory frame-
work relies on a combined public-private
effort in which significant activities are
delegated under federal securities laws to
Self-Regulating Organizations (SROs), such
as the New York Stock Exchange. SROs
are responsible foe preventing fi’audulent
acts, protecting investors, and providing for
a free and open market. They also ensure
an investment firm’s ability tO meet its day-
to-day obligations given its rapid turnover
of financial assets.

Responsibility for ins.urance supervision
still rests primarily with :the states, with
coordination facilitatec~ by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners.
Historically, state insurar~e commissioners
have been independent regulators with legis-
lated responsibility to administer and enforce
state insurance laws. State insurance regu-
lation emphasizes consumer protection, with
supervisory approval often required for
policy terms, rates, and disclosures. Con-
sumer protection is also the principal focus
of underwriter solvency oversight.



BROAD-BASED FINANCIAL 12~rDUSTRY CONSOLIDATION
AND INTERCONNECTEDNESS, COUPLED WITH THE ADVENT OF

INSTANTANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS, HAVE POWERFULLY
IMPACTED FINANCIAL ACTIVITY WORLDWIDE, RESULTING IN

INSTITUTIONS THA~,: ARE GLOBALLY ACTIVE TO AN
UNPRECEDENTED ~EGREE AND INCREASING THE
POTENTIAL FO~[ORE RAPID AND WIDESPREAD

TRANSMLSSIOI~ OF SYSTEM~IC RISK.



This fl’agmented s3,stem has the virtue

of creating supervisors intimatel.v aware
their particular industries, but it could lack the
inherent st,’ength o[’ a s3,stem speclfica[Iy
cra[’ted to achieve the goal o[’ containing
s3,stemic risk. iMol’eove~; the challenges [‘acing
supervisors are now evolving at an acceler-
ated rate. l’Vlauy of the complex, new financial
products virtually de["3, categorization; the3, do
not [’all clearl~v within tile traditional bound-
aries of cmnmercial banking, investment
banking, or insurance. As the financial services

indusn), changes, so must the supervisoW
structure. It maw be time to consider the

benefits o[’ a supervisor charged specificall3,
with tile objective of monitoring and ulti-
mateb, limiting s3,stemic risk in the financial
s3,stem, wherever and in whatever financial
industW structure it ma3, arise.

THE SYSTEMIC SUPERVISOR:
Two MODELS
Any definition of the role of a systemic
supervisor; and the specific institutions that it
would oversee, would be the subject o[’ consid-
erable debate in legislative and other circles.
Howevm; as a first premise a s3,stemic super-
visor should be responsible primarib, for
those t~rms posing the greatest risks to tile
stabiliD, of tile financial s~3rstenl--firlns

significant size and impact relative to domes-
tic and global markets; those extensivel3,
involved xx,ith the pa3,ments s3,stem and in the
clearing of financial transactions more gen-
erall3,; and those that could create financial
contagion in this countr3, and abroad.
Again, as a general premise, this definition
would likel3, include the largest banks and
securities firms, as well as financial con-
glomerates that control significant banldng

organizations. It probabb, would not include
finance companies, and man3, insurance
and securities firms and banks in tile United
States whose activities are of such a scale,
scope and complexitb, not to present undue
systemic threat. And it certainl3, would not
include non-~nancial companies which are
[‘ull3, outside o[’ tile public saferb, net.

Tile s3,stemic supervisor would [’ocus on
limiting tile risk of cascading transactional
liquidiD,, and credit problems. Its emphasis
would be on counterparty relationships,
netting arrangements, concentration o[’ assets
and capital adequac3,, relationships within
the pa~vments s3,stem and securities clearing
s3,stems, coordination with [’oreign supervi-
sors, and tile organization’s consolidated risk
management infl’astructure. In addition,
because of tile complexitb, o[’ the organiza-
tions supervised, enhanced l~nancial disclo-
sure would be essential, so that market
evaluations and discipline could continue to
complement supervisor3, evaluations.

A sb,stemic supervisoW approach might
be implemented in a numbe," o[’ wab,s--all
of which present some obstacles-but two
models are worthb, of discussion [’or illustra-
tive purposes. Under one regime, a
¯ ,,,t,e,’,’a,,,," would be soleb, responsible [‘or
the prudential supervision--the financial
oversight, oriented towards sa[’ety and sound-
hess--o[’ all aspects o[’ those firms that are
potential conduits o[’ a sb,stemic crisis. Under
this model, tile sb, stemic supe,’visor would
oversee both [’unctional business lines and
the conglomerate’s activities as a whole, and
would be responsible [’or all prudential
supervision o[’ the firm, takiug account



the effect that i*isk-taklng in an3, segment of

the firm could have on the organization as a
whole. Traditional functional supervisors
would have little role in the prudential super-
vision of these large financial institutions, but

would retain all other supervisoW responsi-
bilities, such as consumer and antitrust
compliance, fox" the firm and its subsidiaries.
Obxfously this model would be a major change
in the current regulatoW regime, and while
theoreticall5, strong and arguably efficient,

it may be less practical than other models, as
is discussed more fully below.

The second choice is a
Under this regime, the systemic supervisor
would have ultimate responsibiliW fox" the
prudential supervision of all firms that are
potential conduits of a systemic crisis, but

the actual monitoring and supervision would
be a collaborative effort between the syste,nic
supervisor and current functional supervisors.
For firms whose activities cross business
lines, the systemic supervisor; in addition to its
focus on limiting systemic risk, would collect
and disseminate information among the func-

tional supervisors, and would evaluate capital
levels, and examine internal controls, risk
management, and managerial activities at the
conglomerate level. This approach would
represent less of a change from current
practice, and is not radically dissimilar to
other proposals, but it does require the sys-
temic coordinator to assume responsibility
for curbing risk without full control over
the supervisoW process.

In both approaches, supervision would
not change for fu’ms that do not cross func-
tional lines and whose failure is deemed not to
threaten the stability of the financial system.
For intermediaries whose businesses cross
functional lines, but do not pose the same
degree of systemic risk, one of the functional
supervisors could assume the role of coordina-
tor and take responsibility fox" collecting and
disseminating information. This supervisor

would also be responsible fox" examining the
internal controls, risk management, and man-
ageria[ activities at the conglomerate level.

Both approaches to systmnic supervi-
sion could appear" to increase the risk of moral
hazard. Generally speaking, moral hazard
occurs when people, institutions and even
countries are shielded somehmv from the
full consequences of their actions, and, as a
result, engage in more risk-taldng than
would be optimal otherwise. It has been
argued, for example, that automobile seat
belts present moral hazard; they could
cause accidents since their use could
encourage drivers to believe their can go
faster more safe]3,.

In the special case of financial institu-
tions, aspects of moral hazard are often
referred to by the phrase "too big to fail." It
is thought that institutions so regarded
have an incentive to engage in excessively
risky activities, on at a minimum, have a
competitive advantage by virtue of their
presumed protection from failure. In reali-
ty, moral hazard is mitigated by the fact
that under current supervisoW approaches,
managers and shareholders of institutions
that fail lose their jobs and investments,
respectively, and uninsured credito,’s face
some risk. Howevm; some moral hazard
exists, since many institutions are perceived
as so critical to markets that they could not
be allowed to fail abruptly. Howevm; there
is a sense of ambiguity currentb, about
which institutions at any point in time
might be so regarded. A systemic supervi-
sin; in e:ither model, would undermine this
ambiguity, a fact which would sharpen the
dilemma for policy makers.



IT MAY WELL BE TIME TO CONSIDER THE BENEFITS

OF A SUPERVISOR CHARGED SPECIFICALLY WITH LIM~ITING

RISK IN THE FINANCIA,,~ SYSTEM IN WHATEVER FI~ANCIA_L

INDUSTRY S~RUCTURE IT M~Y ARISE.



On the one hand, clearlLv identifb,ing
institutions subject to systemic supervision
could, at a minimum, give those institutions
a cachet that in and of itself could heighten
risk taking. On the other hand, enhanced
supervisoW information for the s3,stemic
supervisor could lessen the probabilitb, of a
s3,stemic crisis, and speed response when
one occurs. Arguably, enhanced informa-
tion and speed become even more vital as
the financial services industr3, grows
increasingb, more complex and global. The
trade-off with ambiguitb, is difficult, but it
may be well worth considering.

Finalb,, s~vstemic super~dsion under either
approach could complicate the difficult issue
of hmv much and under what circumstances
supervisoW information is shared interna-
tionallov, simpb, by making the repositoW of
relevant data and that ,’epositorb,’s informa-
tion-sharing role more explicit. Currentl3,,
international information-sharing is hand[ed

on a case-b3,-case basis, under general BIS
agreements and various bi-lateral understand-
ings, and reflects a delicate ba[ance bee, veen
the need to respond quickl3, to problems and
the legitimate information needs of the appro-
priate bodies in other countries. Systemic
supervision could complicate this process
and create expectations as to information
flows that could be counterproductive. Even
without a change in supervisoW regime,
howevm; increasing globalization~na3,
require increased transpa,’encb,.

SYSTE~IIC SUPERVISION:
THE REASONABLE MODEL

Implementing s3,stemic super,,ision under
either of the alternatives presents consider-
able risks and challenges, and, as a result,
could generate significant controvers3, and
debate. Howevm; the more far reaching of the
a[ternatlves--a single s3,stemic supervisor

model--is the more radical, largel3, as a
resuh of at least three ke3, issues.

First, the task of a s3,stemic supervisor
ma3, be quite complex. It ma3, not be feasible
for a single supervisol), bod3, to assess the
risk implications of a broad range of con-
stantl3, evolving financial services conducted
in the same large organization. Howevm; a
s~,stemic coordinator working xx4th functional
regulators ma$, be able to more effective]3,
address the complexit$, involved, though
issues related to how to coordinate organi-
zation-wide capital requi,’ements and risk
controls; information-sharing; the level of
regulatory overlap; and the limits of regula-
toW responsibility, without full control will
doubtless prove difficult.

Second, it may not be possible to arrive
at precise definitions of what constitutes s3,s-
temic risk, or the specific institutions that
would be overseen b3, the systemic supervison
without some legislafve involvement. The
development and passage of such legisla-
tion would be difficult at best. Lodging
authorit3, in a single s3,stemic supervisor
likeb, exacerbates this problem, as majo,"
financial institutions might be faced with a
move fi’om one known supervisoW hod3, or
bodies to the new supervisor. S3,stemic
coordination may well ease this transition.

Finall3,, the single sb,stemic supervisor
alternative ma3, confer too much power on a
siugle supervisoW bodb,. Under this alterna-
five, other banldng and industW supervisors
would remain, and would oversee the activi-
ties of less sb,stemicall~, sensitive organizations.
Howevm; the sb,stemic supervisor’s relation-
ship with the largest, most globallb, active
financial services firms could make it a "first
amoug equals" to a perhaps unparalleled
degree in recent U.S. regulatoW histoW.
The Zvstemic coordinator approach, howevm;



shares supervisor3, power more broadly,
though it could involve a secoud level of
arguabl3, burdensome supervisoW authorit3’

for those organizations curI’entl3, not man-
aged as bank holding companies.

SYSTEMIC SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY
There is no question that implementing s~vs-
temic supervision, while ultimate~, necessaW,
will not be eas~v to do or without complications
and challenge. One of these involves deciding
on the appropriate s3,stemic supervisoW bo~v.
There are several possibilities. Various agen-
cies of the U.S. government have an obvious
interest in financial stabiliD, and a key role to
pla3, particularl3r if taxpa~ver [\~nds are

iuvolved. Several countries, including the

United Kingdom, are looking to an indepen-
dent supervisoW bod~v to oversee all financial

institutions. However; even in the United
Kindgom, the Bank of England is expected
to retaiu responsibili~, for financial stabili~,.
In other countries, and in the United States,
there are good reasons for the central bank to
pla3, a substantial role as well.

As the central bank of the United States,
the Federal Reserve has an independence
from political influence that is helpful in
making difficult supervisor3, and regulatol3,
calls. Protecting financial stabilit3, is the
inherent responsibilit3’ of all central banks

and that is one reason wh3, the3, have broad
lender-of-last-resort powers. Clearl3, these

functions are the first line of defense against
sb, stemic contagion. The Federal Reserve
also has the ke3, task of ensuring the countW
has a reliable and efficient national pa~vments
sb,stem. This provides a unique insight into
those mechanisms that are ofteu involved in
the transmission of systemic risk, and allows
polic~, and operational responses aimed at

risk reduction. Finally, the Federal Reserve
has a long and respected tradition of working
with other central banks and in shaping
international perspectives on supervisoW and
pa3,ments matters.

To be sure, academicians and others have
argued that central banks could be diverted
from their core purpose of promoting price
stabifit3, if they were also responsible for finan-

cial snpervision and regulation. As noted
above, some countries have ceded broad
financial industW supervision and regulation

to an independeut bod3,, with various links,
and sometimes none, to the central bank. It is
also true that central bank supervision of
banks has had its failures as well as its suc-
cesses worldwide. However; in this countW,
the Federal Reserve’s reco,’d of supervisoW
oversight, its demonstrated abilit3, in the last

fifteen 3,ears or so to balance the task of con-
trolling inflation with its snpervisoW
responsibilit3,, and its important focus on
financial stability strongl3, suggest that it

pla5, a role in s3,stemic supervision, however
it might be implemented.

AN EMERGING DESIGN FOR STABILITY
Competition and innovation flourish best with-
in the context of a safe, sound financial system.
The need for s~vstemic supervision is becoming
more wldeb, recognized as global financial
intermediaries increase thei," penetration in

ma~v countries. \Vhile these institutions pro-
vide financial services in a more efficient and
cost-effective mannm; the3, also increase the
speed and severit3, of the transmission of
financial and real shocks. The potential for
heightened s3,stemic risk calls for a supmwisor

that crosses traditioual institutional lines,
and whose primaD, focus is the stabilit3, of

the financial s3,stem as a whole. This is an
area in which the Federal Reserve can and
should pla3, an important role.
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The major activities a11d u,lde,.takin3s of the Fe&c~,l Reserve Ba,d~
of Boston relate to the role of the Fe&,-al Res¢l.ve System i,1 the al’e~,s of
nlOl~etacy policy, st, pecvision and ,’e3"ulation, a,ld financial ~¢,’vlces.

activities and un&rtakin3s reflect the Banl,’~ ~t,’o,13 com,nit,nent to
pubhc t,u,-po~e of the Federal Rese,-ve Syste,n.

ECONOMIC RESEARCH AND
MONETARY POLICY

The extraordinm3~ performance of the econo-
my over the last several )rears has challenged
some of the traditional models and tools used
in economic forecasting, spurring innovative
research at the Bank in the area of moneta~3,
policy. Several articles on inflation and
unemployment, and the ds,namic tension
between the two, were published by our
Research Department in 1997. Other major
economic research activities undertaken this
year focused on assessing the implications of
changing financial markets. One study looked
at the ability of mutual funds and the banks
that service these funds to respond to a
decline in the stock market. Another study,
which is part of an ongoing effort to explore
the implications of the globalization of finan-
cial markets, assessed cutbacks in ,Japanese
lending in the United States and appeared as
an article in the American F~’ommzic Retie,,.

The Bank also sponsored two significant
conferences on ke3~ economic issues of our
times. Our well-known annual spring eco-
nomic conference addressed Social Security
reform and the choices facing policy-makers.
A fall conference focused on the devolution
movement--its normative underpinnings, its
extent to date, its likely duration, and the
capacity of states to undertake devolved
responsibility. The proceedings of both of these
conferences are published. A somewhat related
effort in 1997 was our work with the Univer-
sirS, of IVlassachuserts in launching/l~,~acbtt,~elta
Benchmark, s, a quarterly publication providing
timel5, and unbiased assessments of the/Vlass-
achusetts economy. The Bank also continued
to publish the Are,, E~(qhmd Economic Rede,,
and the Reslhmal Re~,ie,,, which have a com-
bined circulation of twenty-four thousand.

SUPERVISION AND REGULATION

Supervision and regulation of banking orga-
nizations, which is the focus of this annual
report, is another major responsibility of the
Federal Reserve System. In 1997, in addition
to considering a model for a future supervi-
so~3, framexvork, the Bank’s Supervision and
Regulation Group shared its expertise on
risk, capital markets, fiduciaries, and the
mutual fund and insurance industries with
other superviso~y personnel, both throughout
the Federal Reserve System and at other
bank regulatory agencies.

In continuing to refine risk-focused
superxdsion techniques, xve realized benefits
in several areas. Some of these arose from
participation in interdistrict and cross-disci-
plina~3, efforts that served to both enhance
and export our skills. ~,Ve also found that
reorganizing our function and reallocating
our resources on the basis of perceived risk has
provided the flexibility to take on special pro-
jects within the Bank and to continue to lead
System initiatives. The latter includes chairing
and expanding the activities of the System’s
Committee on Nonbank Financial Institu-
tions, which is taking on added importance as
barriers between banking organizations and
other financial se~wice providers continue to
erode. V~te ~vere also pleased to be able to
promote the evolution of the System’s super-
visors, approach to fiducia~y businesses by
chairing the first interdistrict fiducia~3, task
force as well as the System’s Course Committee
on Trust Examiner Training, sponsoring the
first Senior Forum for fidcuia~3, specialists, and
developing examination procedures for fidu-
cia~3, activities of large, complex companies.
A special project on mutual fund activities,
undertaken in conjunction ~vith the Bank’s
Research Department and support from
another Reserve Bank, was an example of
an effort that achieved excellent results
through both interdistrict and cross-discipli-
nm3, participation.



FINANCIAI.~qERVICES

In our provision of financial services to New
England depository institutions, and in our
national leadership role for the Federal
Reserve’s retail payments acti\dties, we imple-
mented numerous improvements during
1997 and laid the foundation for even more
effective and efficient services in the future.

"We improved our mvn check operations
as well as the national check collection ss, s-
tem by consolidating the processing of ~’Iaine
checks into ou," Boston office, with new
products to ensure continued high-quality
service for deposito
Meanwhile, use of our electronic check pre-
sentment services grew by/30 percent.

Both locally and nationally we fostered
greater use of electronic Automated Clearing
House (ACH) payments. Our collaborative
efforts with the New England ACH Associ-
ation helped to encourage several regional
utilities to offer this electronic payment
option to their customers. In our national
retail payments work we reduced Federal
Reserve ACH fees twice during the yem" and
introduced pricing incentives to increase
ACH volume. W’e also lauuched a market
research program to look at the ACH from
the perspectives of consumers and businesses
and identi~, key product improvements.

For large-value payments on the Fed-
wire funds transfer system, we completed
the District-wide implementation of new
formats which facilitate the automated floxv
of payment information between Fedwire
and other payment networks. In addition,
we expanded the daily Fedwire operating
schedule from 12 to 18 hours.

Our Bank contributed extensively to the
work of a special committee of the Board of
Governors, led by \rice Chair Alice Rivlin,
which considered the future role of the Federal
Reserve in the national retail payments system.
After listening to hundreds of stakeholders
in over 60 national and regional forums, the
committee concluded that the Federal
Reserve should continue to provide check
and ACH services, and should be more active
in working collaboratively to improve these
services and plan for new payment instru-
ments. In 1998 we are assuming broader
responsibilities in Boston to lead the Federal
Reserve’s financial services activities, and
we expect to be veW active in carrying out
the committee’s recommendations.

Our financial services and information
technology staff played a central role in
p,’eparing the Bank’s systems for CentuW
Date Change and planning for extensive
testing during 1998 and 1999 with the
depositoW institutions of New England.
Financial services, accounting and control,
and other key areas also implemented a
COSO-based framework of controls for the
Bank’s financial reports. The firm of Coop-
ers and Lb,brand reviewed and tested those
controls and attested to their adequacy.
~’1anagement’s assertion letter and Coopers
and Lybrand’s attestation appear on the fol-
lowing pages.

PUBLIC AND COMMLNII’Y AFI:.~.IRS

The Bank is a strong advocate of fair lending,
communiD, economic development, and both
economic and workforce-readiness ednca-
tion. A key fair lending/community iuitiative
in 1997 was our Residential Mortgage Project,
which for the first time brought together the
various players in the home buying and
mortgage process--real estate brokers, ~nort-
gage brokers, appraisers, home inspectors,
lenders, etc.--in a collaborative effort to
facilitate the home purchase process for low
aud moderate income buyers in the Boston
area. This project will be extended to other
New Englaud communities in 1998 and the
years to come. In addition to the ,nortgage
program, we held conferences on access to
credit for women entrepreneurs, automobile
leasing, and consumer fraud in 1997.

Our relatively new "Fed Challenge"
economic education program, in which
teams of students fi’om high schools in New
England compete against each other in a mock
monetaD, policy scenario, was expanded
from four to fifteen high schools in 1997.
The regional winner went on to co~npete
against the finalists [)’om other Reserve
Banks at the national level.

In 1997, we also continued our long-
standing partnerships with local schools and
organizations in a wide array of school-to-
work and literacy programs.
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To THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The management of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (FRBB) is responsible for the preparation

and fair presentation of the Statement of Financial Condition, Statement of Income, and Statement of

Changes in Capital as of December 31, 1997 (tlie "Financial Statements"). The Financial Statements

have been prepared in conformity with the accounting principles, policies, and practices established

by the Board of Governors of the Federal Resel’ve System and as set forth in the Financial Accoun6ng

~,’Ianual for the Federal Reserve Banhs, and as such, include amounts, some of which are based on

judgments and estimates of management.

The management of the FRBB is responsible for maintaining an effective process of internal

controls over financial reporting including the safeguarding of assets as they relate to the Financial

Statements. Such internal controls are designed to provide reasonable assurance to management and to

the Board of Directors regarding the preparation of reliable Financial Statements. This process of internal

controls contains self-monitoring mechanisms, including, but not limited to, divisions of responsibility

and a code of conduct. Once iden6fied, any material deficiencies in the process of internal controls

are reported to management, and appropriate corrective measures are implemented.

Even an effective process of internal controls, no matter hoxv well designed, has inherent limita-

6ons, including the possibility of human error, and therefore can provide one, reasonable assurance

with respect to the preparation of reliable financial statements.

The management of the FRBB assessed its process of internal controls over financial reporting

including the safeguarding of assets reflected in the financial statements, based upon the criteria

established in the "Internal Control- Integrated Framework" issued by the Committee of Sponsoring

Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). Based on this assessment, the management of

the FRBB believes that the FRBB maintained an effective process of internal controls over financial

reporting including the safeguarding of assets as they relate to the Financial Statements.

Cath3 E. ~Imehan’        , President Paul M. Connolb,, First \r~ce



To THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ~EDERAL RESERVE BANK OF BOSTON:

We have examined management’s assertion that the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (the "Reserve

Bank") maintained an effective internal control structure over financial reporting and over the safe-

guarding of assets as they relate to the Financial Statements as of December 31, 1997, included in the

accompanying Management’s Assertion.

Our examination was made in accordance with standards established by the American Ins6tute

of Certified Public Accountants and, accordingly, included obtaining an understanding of the internal

control structure over financial reporting, testing, and evaluating the design and operating effective-

hess of the internal control structure, and such other procedures as we considered necessa13r in the

circumstances. We believe that our examination provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities

may occur and not be detected. Also, projections of any evaluation of the internal control structure

over financial reporting to future periods are subject to the risk that the internal control structure

may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the

policies or procedures may deteriorate.

In our opinion, management’s assertion that the Reserve Bank maintained an effective

internal control structure over financial reporting and over the safeguarding of assets as they relate

to the Financial Statements as of December 31, 1997, is fairly stated, in all material respects, based

upon the criteria established in "Internal Control--Integrated Framework" issued by the Committee

of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO).

March 21, 1998
Boston, Massachusetts



b~ milli,.z.,

Gold certificates $ 624

Special drawing rights certit]cates 550

Coin 25

Items in process of collection 441

Loans to depositor), institutions 21

U.S. government and federal agenQv securities, net 26,458

Investments denominated in foreign currencies 657

Accrued interest receivable 250

Prepaid statutoW surplus transfer to the U.S. TreasuW 20

Interdistrict settlement account 0

Bank premises and equipment, net 125

Other assets

Total assets $ 29,147

December ,31, 1997 December ,31, 1996

$ 661

6,36

13

706

0

2,3,198

8,30

209

0

1,024

122

21

$ 27,420

! I \15[1 IIII ’, \NI)

Liabilities:

Federal Reserve notes outstanding, net $ 22,984 $ 25,417

Deposits:

DepositoW institutions 1,544 1,048

Other deposits 7 7

Deferred credit items 412 511

StatutoW surplus transfer due U.S. Treasm3, 0 ,37

Interdistrict settlement account ,3,621 0

Accrued benefit cost 50 47

Other liabilities 12; 1,3

Total liabilities $ 28,6‘31 $ 27,080

Capital:

Capital paid-in 262 172

Surplus 254 168

Total capital 516 340

Total liabilities and capital $ 29,147 $ 27,420

These statements of income, condition, and changes in bank capital are prepared by Bank management. Copies of audited financial
statements, complete with footnotes, are available by contacting the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston’s Public & Communit3,
Affairs Department, P.O. Box 2076, Boston, MA 02106-2076. Telephone 617.975.5459.



million,,

IN’I’EREST INCO~E:

Interest on U.S. government securities

Interest on foreign currencies

Interest on loans to depositmT institutions

Total inte,’est income

OTHER OPERATING INCO~iE (LOSS) :

Income froln services

Rehnbursable services to government agencies

Foreign currency (losses), net

Governinent securities gains, net

Other income

Total other operating income (loss)

O P EI~’\TING EXPENSES:

Salaries and other benetlts

Occupancy expense

Equipment expense

Cost of um’eimborsed TreasuO, services

Assessments by Board of Governors

Other expenses

Total operating expenses

Net income prior to distribution

DISTRIBUTION OF NET 1NCObIE:

Dividends paid to member banks

Transferred to surplus

Payments to U.S. TreasuO, as interest on

Federal Reserve notes

Payments to U.S. TI’easut3’ as required by statute

December 31, 1997 December 31, 1996

$ 1,519 $ 1,328

14 19

1 1

1,534 1,348

68 68

8 9

(97) (72)

1 2

9 9

(11) 16

75 73

12 12

10 9

1 2

28 33

72 69

198 198

1,325 $ 1,166

$ 12 $ lO

9o 1

0 827

1,223 328

Total distribution $ 1,325 $ 1,166

These statmnents of income, condition, and changes in bank capital are prepared by Bank management. Copies of aodited financial
statements, co~nplete with footnotes, are available by contacting the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston’s Public 8.’ Community
Affairs Department, RO. Box 2076, Boston, MA 02106-2076. Telephone 617.97~.~459.



For theyears ended December 31, 1997~~’ and December 31, 1996

ht millian,, Capital Paid-in Surplus Total Capital

Balance at 3anuary 1, 1996
(5.4 million
Net income transferred to surplus
Statuto~T snrplus transfer to the U.S. TreasulT
Net change in capital stock issued

(L~6 tl’,",’,mO

Balance at December 31, 1996
(5.4 milli,,n ,,bar, v)
Net income transferred to surplus
StatutoW surplus transfer to the U.S. TreasmT
Net change in capital stock issued

(1.8 millfim ,,hare.,)

Balance at December 51, 1997
(5.2 milh’,m ,,bar, v)

171

$ 1

$ 172 $

90

262 $

171 $ 342

1 1
(4) (4)

$ 1

168 $ 34O

90 90
(4) (4)

$ 9O

254 $ 516

These statements of income, condition, and changes in bank capital are prepared by Bank management. Copies of audited financial
statements, complete wltb tbotnotes, are available by contacting the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston’s Public & CommuniD,
Affairs Department, EO. Box 2076, Boston, MA 02106-2076. Telephone 617.975.5459.

CALENDAR YEAR 1997 CALENDAR YEAR 1996

Daib, Average Daib, $ Value Daib, Average Daib, $ Value
Volume of Transactions Volume of Transactions

Services to Depositor3, Institutions
Funds Transfer

Automated Clearing House"
Coimnercial ACH Items Originated
Government ACH Items O~q~nated

Cheek Processing (Commercial)
Total Volume
Processed Volume
Fine Sm’t Volume
Processed Returns
Government Volume
Adjustments Processed

Cash Operations
Cash Shipped
Cash Received

Serxdces to the U.S. TreasuD,
Electronic Book EntW Securities

45,062 transfers $130.2 billion 59,122 transfers $106.5 billion

582,486 items $1.2 billion N/A N/A
1,470 itmns $5 million N/A N/A

4.0 million checks $3.1 billion 4.2 million checks
5.5 million checks $2.7 billion 5.4 million checks
0.5 million checks $0.5 billion 0.7 million checks
44,104 items $0.04 billion 44,778 items
43,275 items $0.04 billion 85,984 itelns
1,019 items 955 items

$2.9 billion
$2.5 billion
$0.5 billion
$0.04 billion
$0.08 billion

6.9 million notes $96.2 million 6.9 million notes $93.9 million
6.5 million notes $90.0 million 6.4 million notes $85.4 million

8,465 Transfers $111.5 billion 7,593 Transfers $99.8 billion

=A, a ,’e.,ull qf B,,.,t,~n b can,’,v;,i,m h, ce,#,’alized ACH tw,,,’,v.,b(q hi At,ri11996, ,’,,t~q,a,’ab[," 1996 data a,’," ,wl a,’ailabl,’.



0 Mi As part of tile nation’ s central
u r s s i o n 13anI~, the Fecleral t~eserve

[Bank of [Boston promotes sountt 8rowtll ancl financial stal3ility

in Ne,,, England ancl tlae nation. The Bank cont~il~ute~ to local
communities, tlae region, ancl tlae nation tlarou~la its higla-~tvality
l"esearch, regulatory oversight, ancl financial services, and
tlaro@ its commitment to leaclerslaip anti to innovation.

Integrity, Serving the Public, O H r Values
Respect, Leadership, Excellence, Continuous Improvement
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